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Description

Background of the Invention

s Field of the invention

[0001] This invention relates generally to the creation, distribution and display of electronic documents and more

particularly to the viewing of electronic documents.

10 Description of the Related Art

[0002] In this "information era", it has become increasingly common to create, transmit, and display documents in

electronic form. Electronic documents have a number of advantages over paper documents including their ease of

transmission, their compact storage, and their ability to be edited and/or electronically manipulated.

15 [0003] An electronic document typically has information content (such as text, graphics, and pictures) and formatting

information which directs how the content is to be displayed. With recent advances in multimedia technology, documents

can now also include sound, full motion video, and other multimedia content.

[0004] An electronic document is provided by an author, distributor or publisher (hereafter "publisher") who often

desires that the document be viewed with the appearance with which it was created. This, however, creates a problem

20 in that electronic documents are typically widely distributed and, therefore, can be viewed on a great variety of hardware

and software platforms. For example, the video monitors being used to view the document can vary in size, resolution,

etc. Furthermore, the various software platforms such as DOS, Microsoft Windows™, and Macintosh™ all have their

own display idiosyncrasies. Also, each user or "reader" of the electronic document will have his or her own personal

viewing preferences, which should be accommodated, if possible.

25 [0005] A solution proposed for this problem is to provide the content information of an electronic document without

a predetermined final format. The content information then can be dynamically formatted (including the creation of line

breaks, page breaks, etc.) as it is read by the user. Examples of this solution include the Standard Generalized Mark-

up Language (SGML) and the Office Document Architecture (ODA), both of which emerged through government/

military standardization efforts.

30 [0006] The aforementioned proposal has never gained wide-spread acceptance. One reason is that formatting com-

plex documents "on the fly" can be slow and can, in practice, produce results that may be aesthetically unpleasant.

Another is that when publishers distribute documents, they intend that the documents have a particular appearance

for its readers. Solutions which involve dynamic document formatting suffer from the undesired result that the publisher

can't control the final appearance of the document. This may be adequate for some content information (such as

35 technical proposals or informal memos), but for the bulk of business and artistic communication, presentation may be

a critical factor.

[0007] A partial solution to this problem is to provide a document in a predetermined format where the appearance

of the document as viewed by a reader is as it was intended by the publisher. One such predetermined format is the

Portable Document Format™ (PDF™) developed by Adobe Systems, Inc. of Mountain View, California. An example

40 of software for creating and reading PDF documents is the Acrobat™ software, also of Adobe Systems, Inc. The Adobe

Acrobat software is based on Adobe's PostScript® technology which describes formatted pages of a document in a

device-independent fashion. However, PostScript technology is not well suited to the aforementioned dynamic refor-

matting process.

[0008] Electronic documents often include one or more articles. For example, a newsletter may include a main article

45 and several secondary articles. Not infrequently, the articles are broken into various sections which may be scattered

throughout the document. For example, a main article might start on page one of a newsletter, and conclude on pages

three and four of the newsletter. It is therefore apparent that documents transmitted in a predetermined format (such

as PDF) may include article sections that are physically separated within the document. This can make the reading of

a particular article difficult. While prior software, such as the aforementioned Adobe Acrobat™ software, may include

so a rich set of pan and zoom options, it can still be difficult to read an article in content flow order to follow the "thread"

of the article. Other software, including publishing software such as Personal Press™ of Adobe Systems, Inc. permits

columns of an article to be "chained" together, but does not aid a reader in reading the article.

[0009] In N. Naffah, Multimedia Applications, Computer Communications, vol. 13, no. 4, May 1990, pp. 243-249, a

document publishing and management system is described in which a document has a physical layout or format and
55 a logical structure. Such system utilises a publishing application known as BALZAC which is described as being Wysiwyg

(what you see is what you get), so that presumably the physical format of the columns and pages is displayed to an

editor using BALZAC. Further, although it is indicated that the editor can arrange the blocks in arbitrary geometrical

patterns or laid out in parallel, such does not provide a view that allows the user to navigate the content of the document
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in a content flow order while the content is displayed in its physical format.

Summary of the Invention

5 [0010] The present invention permits an article of a electronic document to be read in content flow order. A reader

can therefore follow the "thread" of the article in a convenient, easily comprehended fashion. As the reader navigates

through the article, the appropriate portions of the article are automatically panned and zoomed into a reading area of

a display window to enhance the readability of those portions of the article.

[0011] More particularly, an electronic document viewer of the present invention includes a digital computer system

10 and an electronic document stored in the memory of the computer system. The document includes both article section

information and section link information. A computer implemented process determines a desired view mode from a

group of pre-defined view modes that include a normal view and an article view. When in the normal view mode, the

document viewer displays at least a portion of the document on a computer screen that has the formatting and ap-

pearance intended by the publisher of the document. When in the article view mode, at least a portion of a selected

is article is displayed on the computer screen in an enhanced article view which facilitates in the comfortable reading of

the document. Also, when in the article view, the reader can navigate through the article in forward and reverse content

flow order by using the article section information and the section link information of the electronic document.

[0012] An electronic document system of the present invention includes a document generator and a document

reader. The document generator creates a document including one or more articles, each of which has one or more

20 article sections. The document also includes information concerning section links between consecutive sections within

a particular article. The document reader can preferably display the document in at least the aforementioned normal

view mode and article view mode. When in the article view mode, the document reader makes use of article section

information and link information to display portions of the article in an article reading area or window in such a manner

that the entire article can be read regardless of the physical arrangement of any article section within the document.

25 [0013] A method for displaying an article of a document on a screen of a computer system in accordance with the

present invention includes the steps of:

(a) selecting an article for display from within a document stored in the memory of a computer system; (b) deter-

mining an initial view pointer which points to an initial portion of the article to be viewed; (c) displaying, as indicated

30 by the view pointer, at least the portion of the article within an article view area of the screen, in a manner to

enhance its readability; (d) changing the view pointer; and

(e) repeating steps c and d to view other portions of the article. The article can be selected by a variety of modes

including selecting an article from a list of articles displayed on the screen, or selecting a visible portion of an article

from a document being displayed in the normal view. Preferably, the displaying step causes the selected portion

35 of the article to be automatically sized within the article view area to enhance its readability. This is often referred

to as a "zoom." Also, the selected portion is preferably automatically fitted to the window in an operation known

as a "pan."

[0014] An advantage of the present invention is that an electronic document can be viewed with the appearance of

40 the originally created document. Specific articles within the document can be viewed in an article viewing mode in

forward or reverse content flow order. Furthermore, selected portions of the article are automatically panned and

zoomed to fit a viewing area or window to enhance the readability of the article.

[0015] These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon a

reading of the following descriptions of the invention and a study of the several figures of the drawing.

45

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0016]

50 Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic document viewer in accordance with the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a process for creating and viewing a document in accordance with the present

invention;

55 Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the "Create a Document" step 44 of Fig. 2;

Figs. 3a-3f are illustrations used to illustrate, by way of example, the process of Fig. 3;
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Fig. 4 is a flow diagram of the "Display And/Or Navigate Article View" step 50 of Fig. 2;

Figs. 4a-4e are illustrations used to illustrate, by way of example, the process of Fig. 4;

Fig. 5 is an illustration of a circular linking structure for article sections in accordance with the present invention;

Fig. 6 illustrates the "Reset Pointer" step 114 of Fig. 4;

Fig 7 is a flow diagram the "Set Pointer" step 148 of Fig. 6; and

Fig. 8 is a flow diagram of the "Set Pointer" step 150 of Fig. 6.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0017] An electronic document viewer 10 in accordance with the present invention includes a digital processor 12,

memory 14, a visual output device such as computer monitor 16, and an input device 18. Certain memory devices 14,

computer monitor 16, and input devices 18 are referred to as "peripherals" because they perform peripheral functions

for the digital processor 12. Typically, these peripherals are coupled to the microprocessor 12 by electronic interfaces

including input/output I/O ports, direct memory access (DMA) circuitry, registers, etc. which have not been included in

the block diagram of Fig. 1 because such interfaces are well known to those skilled in the art.

[0018] The digital processor 12 is preferably a single chip microprocessor or central processing unit (CPU), such as

an 80486™ or Pentium™ processor available from Intel Corporation of Santa Clara, California, a 68040 or PowerPC™
microprocessor available from Motorola, a SPARC microprocessor available from Sun Microsystems of Mountain View,

California, etc. The purpose of the microprocessor 12 is to provide the core digital processing for the electronic docu-

ment viewer 10 of the present invention, and includes various arithmetic, logic, and control functions well known to

those skilled in the art.

[001 9] Memory 1 4 of the digital computer system 1 0 includes number of types of memory storage devices which can

provide memory storage locations accessible by the digital processor. Therefore, as used herein, "memory" includes

RAM memory 20, ROM memory 22, hard disk memory 24, floppy disk memory 26, and any other memory storage

location accessible by the digital processor 12 either directly, through an intermediary, or by a peripheral. For example,

additional memory may be provided in memory registers, flip-flops, latches, in VRAM associated with the monitor 16,

memory locations on a network 28, cache memory, etc. The purposes of memory 14 include providing temporary or

"scratch pad" memory, (e.g. RAM 20), semi-permanently stored memory (e.g. hard disk 24 and floppy disk 26), and

permanently stored memory (such as ROM 22).

[0020] The monitor 16 is coupled to the microprocessor and includes a screen 30 upon which an image 32 can be

displayed. Typically, the monitor 16 is a rastertype device (such as a video monitor or a liquid-crystal display panel)

having a matrix of picture elements or "pixels" which can be seiectably activated to create the image 32. The monitor

1 6 is a primary method for displaying a document (such as portrayed by the image 32) of the present invention, although

other output devices such as printers can also be used.

[0021] Input device 18 in the present embodiment includes a keyboard 34 and an electro-mechanical or optical

mouse 36. The input device 18 can be used to input information which is acted upon by the digital processor 12 to

control a cursor 38 or other pointer on the screen 30 of monitor 16. Other pointer mechanisms such as trackballs,

electronic pens, input tablets, etc. are considered to be equivalents of the mouse 36. The interaction of the input device

18 with a document displayed on the monitor 16 will be discussed in greater detail subsequently.

[0022] In Fig. 2, a process 40 for creating and viewing documents begins at 42 and continues in a step 44 with the

creation of a document including article sections and section links. Next, in a decision step 46, it is determined in which

view the document is to be opened. This can be determined by a default (e.g. always open in "normal view"), by opening

the document with the same view in which it was closed, by asking the reader, or by determining a proper opening

view determined by the publisher of the document. If the view mode is determined to be a normal view, a step 48 is

used to display and/or navigate in the normal view, after which process control is returned to step 46. If the view mode
is determine to be an article view, a step 50 displays and/or navigates the article in article view. Again, process control

is return to step 46 after the completion of step 50. Finally, if other views are desired, those views are displayed and/

or navigated in this "other" view in a step 52, after which process control is again returned to decision step 46 to allow

the user to view the document in a different view mode. The process 40 is terminated by an appropriate exit command
in response to a user input or, optionally, under automated control of the method 40.

[0023] In Fig. 3, the step 44 of Fig. 2 "Create a Document" is described in greater detail. The process of step 44

begins at 54 and, in a step 56, a source document is created. Next, in a step 58, the source document is preferably

converted into a Portable Document Format (PDF) document. A decision step 60 then permits a user to edit the doc-
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ument reading information. If the author or publisher wishes to edit the article thread, a step 62 is performed to edit

the article sections and/or the section links. Process control is then returned to step 60. Alternatively, other edits not

germane to the discussion of the present invention are also possible, which can be processed in a step 64, after which

process control is once again returned to decision step 60. If the publisher has completed the editing process, the PDF
5 document 66 is then output in a step 68, and the process of step 44 concludes at 68. The PDF document output by

step 68 can be stored, transmitted, or otherwise distributed in a number of fashions well known to those skilled in the

art. For example, the PDF document can be stored in the RAM memory of a computer, on a computer hard disk, on a

floppy disk, on a CD-ROM, can be transmitted over a network or via modem, etc.

[0024] The process of step 44 will be discussed by way of example with reference to the illustrations of Figs. 3a-3f.

10 in Fig. 3a, a document 70 is displayed within a window 72 on a computer screen 74 of a computer monitor. In this

instance, the document 70 is the first page of a newsletter which has been created using Aldus Personal Press 2.0

from Adobe Systems, Inc. The Aldus Personal Press 2.0 software which created the document 70 is but one example

a type of software which can create a document including articles, such as an article 75. Other software packages

include word processors (such as Microsoft Word™ of Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Washington, WordPerfect™

15 of Word Perfect Corporation of Orem, Utah, etc.), page layout programs (such as PageMaker™ of Adobe Systems,

Inc.), desk top publishing programs, etc.

[0025] Once a source document has been created by step 56, it is converted into a Portable Document Format (PDF)

document by step 58. Such a PDF document is shown in Fig. 3b. More particularly, a PDF document 76 is shown within

a window 78 on a computer screen 80. It should be noted that the PDF document 76 has the formatting and appearance

20 of the originally created document 74 of Fig. 3a after the document 74 has been printed. In fact, in the present invention,

the PDF article 76 is created by a printer driver accessed by the software which created the original document 70. In

other words, the Aldus Personal Press 2.0 software utilizes a PDF printer driver to "print" to disk the PDF document

76. This process of creating a PDF document 76 from an original document 70 is known, and is practiced by the

aforementioned Adobe Acrobat™ software program, among others.

25 [0026] The process of step 62 "Edit Article Sections And/Or Section Links" will be discussed with reference to Figs.

3c-3f. As noted in Fig. 3c, the document 76 in window 78 includes a number of items including a masthead 82, a

contents section 84, and a portion of an article 86. These "items" or "objects" are viewed as the publisher intended to,

i.e. the content, arrangement, format, and appearance of the document 76 reflects the desired presentation by pub-

lisher.

30 [0027] Assume that the document 76 includes two pages, and that the article 86 is provided in three columns on

those two pages. The present invention allows the article 86 to be read in forward or reverse content flow directions

to facilitate in the efficient and comfortable reading of .the article.

[0028] At this point it would be useful to define some of the terms being used in the specifications. Throughout the

specification, the expression "document," "electronic document," "document content information," and the like are used

35 somewhat interchangeably to denote a collection of information (such as text and graphical elements) and potentially

including multimedia content (such as sound or video) as well as control elements such as hyperlinks or stored control

programs or scripts. The term "article" is used to denote a logically related and ordered portion of the information in

the document. When referring to "content flow," it is meant herein the logical ordering of information within an article

irrespective with the physical ordering of information in a particular layout of the document and irrespective of the

40 physical ordering of information in any digital representation of the document. Throughout the specification the expres-

sion "layout" and "format" are used somewhat interchangeably to denote the process of determining a particular phys-

ical relationship and appearance for document content information. For example, layout and format information deter-

mine line breaks, hyphenation, and justification for text, and determine size and relative positioning of graphical ele-

ments. The process of "laying-out" or "formatting" generally includes dividing some or all of the document information

45 into sets of pages of a particular size. When used as nouns, "layout" and "format" denote an output of the layout and

format processes, e.g. for some document a particular physical arrangement of some or all of its constituent information.

As used herein, "column" is used to denote a portion of a page containing part or all of the information in an article

within a particular layout of a document. A column is frequently, but not necessarily rectangular and, therefore, can be

said to be bounded by a rectangle or "bounding box." When referring to a column, the term "origin" is used to denote

50 the initial part of information within a column, and the term "width" is used to denote the physical width of a column, in

reading order. The specific geometric interpretation of these terms may be system, article content, layout dependent,

and written language dependent. For example, some certain languages are read from right to left or bottom to top.

However, as discussed herein, the present invention is preferably used in conjunction with Roman alphabetic text

where the reading order is left to right and top to bottom. In this context, the origin of a column is therefore the geometric

55 top left of its rectangle and the width of a column is the left-to-right width of its rectangle. An "article section" is a part

of an article that is coupled to another article section by an "article thread", which is an imaginary thread or line along

the content flow of an article. An article section can be either shorter, longer, or the same height as a window in which

it is displayed. An "article portion" is a part of an article that is displayed within a window. Therefore, an "article portion"
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can be either shorter, longer, or the same length as an article section. Typically, however, article sections are longer

than the window in which they are displayed and, therefore, longer than the article portions.

[0029] With continuing reference to Fig. 3c, an article thread is developed with an appropriate tool. In this instance,

the tool is accessed from a pull-down menu (not shown) under the label "Tools" which has an article tool selection for

5 creating article sections and links. The selection of the article tool of the pull-down menu creates an cursor 88 on the

screen 80 which can be used to create a bounding box 90. More particularly, a pointing mechanism (such as mouse

36) can be used to initially position the cursor 88 at a position 88a and to then "drag" the cursor to its final position at

88 to create the bounding box 90 shown in broken lines. This action allows a user to manually create a first article

section 92 as shown in Fig. 3d. In the present invention, the article section 92 created by the aforementioned process

10 includes a header 94 including information about the article and article section. In this instance, the article 94 indicates

"1-1" which indicates that this is article number one, and section number one. The cursor 88 is then used to create

additional article sections 96 and 98 having headers 1 00 and 1 02, respectively (see Fig. 3e). The header 1 00 indicates

that article section 96 is the second article section of article number one, and article header 1 02 indicates that article

section 98 is the third article section of article number one.

15 [0030] If the document 76 includes more than one article, the article tools from the tools pull-down menu (not shown)

can be accessed again to turn off the article section selection mode and then it can be thereafter selected again to

repeat the article selection process for additional articles. In fact, within practical limits, any number of articles can be

provided with any number of article sections. It should also be noted that the article sections do not need to be full

columns but, rather can be portions of the column, for example, each paragraph of a column can be a section.

20 [0031] In the present invention, as the article sections are sequentially selected, an article "link" is created within the

document 76 to link the sequence article sections together. Therefore, in the present invention, it is important for the

creator of the document to select the article sections in content flow order. For example, if article section 98 were to

be selected before article section 96, the content flow order would proceed from article section 92 to article section 98

and then article section 96. Appropriate editors can be provided to edit the links to thereby modify the article flow.

25 [0032] In should also be noted that, in this preferred embodiment, the linkages between the article sections are

preferably circular. That is, the first article section is preferably linked to the last article section such that forward scrolling

from the last article section will access the first article section, and such that a rearward scrolling from the first article

section will access the last article section. Alternatively, the links can be open-ended or non-circular such that the first

article section is not directly linked to the last article section.

30 [0033] In the described embodiment, the article sections are manually selected and the sections links are automat-

ically provided. Alternatively, the article sections can be selected automatically and the linkages can be made manually.

For example, the process of the present invention can recognize columns of text as articles and automatically provide

a bounding box for all recognized article sections. A publisher can then use an input device to select which of the article

sections should be linked and in which order. In yet another embodiment of the present invention, the article sections

35 and the article links can be designated manually, and in a fully automated embodiment of the present invention, the

article sections and links can be provided automatically based upon recognition technology and heuristics provided by

the process. However, this fully automated embodiment will likely require a fair amount of editing to correct errors made
by erroneous assumptions by the process.

[0034] While the prior art does disclose tools for manually selecting columns and manually "chaining" columns to-

40 gether (e.g. for newsletter publishing programs), it does not disclose the automatic creation and/or linking of article

sections, nor does it disclose a circular linking process wherein a first and a last article section of an article are linked

together.

[0035] After the article sections have been selected and linked, a window 1 04 as illustrated in Fig. 3f is provided for

the entry of article properties. More specifically, window 104 allows the title, subject, author, and key words pertaining

45 to the article to be entered into the viewing system. The entries into the window 1 04 may be automatic or manual. For

example, the title could be automatically provided by inserting the first paragraph (i.e. the title) of the article. However,

it is more likely that the title, subject, author, and key words are manually entered such as through keyboard 34. As

will be discussed in more detail subsequently, the article properties can be used to help find and select a desired article

for viewing.

so [0036] In Fig. 4, the process of step 50 of Fig. 2 "Display And/Or Navigate Article View" is shown in greater detail.

The process of step 50 begins at 104 and, in a step 1 05, the "original" view parameters are saved to permit the optional

return to the same view that the user just exited. For example, users that were in a normal view prior to entering the

article view, may wish to return to the same point in the normal view after completing their reading in the article view.

It is for this purpose that the original view parameters are saved in step 105.

55 [0037] Next, in a step 107, a pointer position is determined and a visual indicator is set to the pointer position. In the

present invention, the pointer is used to point to the beginning of an article portion that is displayed within a window.

With typical text which is read left-to-right, top-to-bottom, this means that the pointer is pointing to the line of an article

portion which will be displayed at the top of the window. The visual indicator, in contrast, points to the location in the

6
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article portion displayed in the window that the reader is most likely going to read next. The visual indicator is provided

so that readers do not lose their place when a new article portion is displayed in the window. Therefore, the visual

indicator minimizes the problem of having readers searching for the next line of text to read in an article after a new
article portion is displayed in the window.

[0038] The initial pointer position can be determined by a number of methods. For example, the initial pointer position

can be set to the top of the article section that was selected by a cursor at the time that a mouse button was clicked.

Alternatively, an option-click can set the initial pointer to the top of the article, or the pointer could always be set to the

top of an article by default.

[0039] Next, in a step 1 06, information is retrieved concerning the current article section as determined by the pointer

into the article. As mentioned above and as will be discussed in greater detail subsequently, the pointer is used to point

to the top of the article portion be viewed during the article view mode. Next, in a step 108, a portion of the article

section is sized to the window to enhance readability up to a maximum zoom amount. This step 1 08 therefore performs

both a "pan" and "zoom" function by moving the desired the portion of the article into an article viewing area of a window
and then increasing the size of the portion of the article to make it more readable.

[0040] In addition, step 1 08 provides the visual indicator. As mentioned previously, the visual indicator indicates the

position or close to the position of the next line to be read by the user. An example of a visual indicator is found in Figs.

4c-4e. In this instance, the visual indicator is a small triangle or arrowhead which is positioned just outside the window
78 and points to the next line to be read. In Fig. 4c, the top of the article is displayed and, therefore, the visual indicator

is pointing to the first line within the window 78. Note, however, in Fig. 4d that the visual indicator 1 31 is pointing to a

point within the article portion rather than to the top of the article portion. This is because the next line to be read within

the article portion displayed in Fig. 4d begins with the words "terms of a means...", which follow the last sentence of

the article portion displayed in Fig. 4a which ends with the words "... an invention may be claimed in..." The visual

indicator may be removed after a short period of time (e.g. about a second), as the user continues to read. Alternatively,

the visual indicator may be left in place until a new article portion is displayed within the window.

[0041] It should be noted that there are a variety of ways of providing a "visual indicator." For example, the next line

to be read could be momentarily highlighted in reverse video. Alternatively, the next line to be read could be displayed

normally, and the remainder of the article portion could be shown in half-tone for a short period of time. It should also

be noted that the visual indicator may not exactly point to the next line of text to be read. This is because the article is

stored in a graphic-oriented (not line oriented) format. There may, therefore, be a graphic at the next "reading" position.

Alternatively, the font size may be smaller or larger than average, changing the line spacing. The "next line" is therefore

an approximation which is preferably calculated using an "average" line height, such as sixteen pixels. In consequence,
the visual indicator may point slightly above or slightly below the actual line to be read.

[0042] With continuing reference to Fig. 4, a decision step 110 determines whether the user wishes to exit from the

article viewing mode. If not, the process of step 50 looks for some type of scroll command in a decision step 112. If

there is no scroll command, the process of step 50 enters a loop waiting for an exit, scroll, or some other type of

command (not shown).

[0043] In the present embodiment, two types of scrolls are supported. One type of scroll is the normal page scroll

which allows a reader to scroll around in the current page. This is typically controlled by the computer's operating

system or presentation manager. The other type of scroll is an article scroll which causes a forward or reverse, quantized

scrolling of a portion of an article along an article thread defined by a content flow of the article. If the scroll detected

at step 112 is an article scroll, a step 114 is used to reset the pointer and process control is returned to step 106 to

display a new portion of the article. It should be noted that this new portion of the article is automatically panned and
zoomed to fit within the article view area of the window, as with the previous article section, to enhance readability.

[0044] If the step 112 detects a page scroll, a scroll command is generated and the user is allowed to scroll within

the page. This page scroll is typically accomplished by the use of the standard horizontal and vertical scroll bars provided

in Macintosh Windows, Microsoft Windows, etc. Next, a step 118 determines whether the act of scrolling has caused
the user to leave the current page. If not, a step 120 determines whether scrolling is completed. The scrolling is not

completed, steps 1 1 6 and 1 1 8 are repeated until scrolling is completed, at which time process control returns to step 1 1 0.

[0045] There are several ways for exiting the article view mode in accordance with the present invention. One is an
explicit command to exit as detected by decision step 110. The other is the act of leaving the page during a page scroll

as detected by step 118. There are, of course, other ways to exit, such as a use of a hot key, etc. In any event, when
it is desired by the user to leave the article view mode, process control is turned over to decision step 121 which

determines whether the original view should be restored. As explained previously with reference to step 1 05, the original

view parameters are stored so that users may optionally return to the same view that they had previously exited. Step

121 can determine whether to restore the original view by default, or based upon certain heuristics, or by asking the

user, or by looking for a command sequence from the user (e.g. pressing a certain function key or command sequence
on the keyboard). If the original view is to be restored, the original view parameters are restored in step 123. In either

event (i.e. whether or not the original view is to be restored) the view mode is then set to a normal view in a step 122.
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The process of step 50 is then completed at 124.

[0046] The process of step 50 of Fig. 4 will be described by way of an example with reference to Figs. 4a-4e. In Fig.

4a, the document 76 is displayed within window 78 on computer screen 80 in a "normal view" including a number of

article and non-article items such as masthead 82, content list 84, and article 86. A first method of the present invention

5 for leaving a normal view mode and entering an article view mode as detected by decision step 46 of Fig. 2 is to select

a "hand" icon from the horizontal tool bar at the top of screen 80 to create a hand cursor 1 26 on the document 76. The
hand cursor 126 includes an arrow 128 which indicates direction for article scrolling, i.e. either forward (in the direction

of content flow) or reverse (in the reverse direction of content flow). By "clicking" a button on mouse 36, the hand cursor

126 will select the article 86 for the entry into the article view mode.

10 [0047] An alternative method for entering the article view mode is illustrated in Fig. 4b. In this method, an article

window 1 30 lists all of the articles in the document. This article window derives the titles from the aforementioned article

properties, as entered into the window 1 04 of Fig. 3f. In this instance, there is only one article in the document that can

be selected but, typically, there will be a list of a number of articles which can be selected by means of an appropriate

pointing mechanism such as a mouse 36. In any event, either of the methods of Fig. 4a or Fig. 4b can be used to select

15 an article to view in an article mode. Of course, other selection mechanisms are also possible. For example, a "hyperlink"

from another application program could be used to launch the article reading mode. With a hyperlink, a button or other

icon can be selected which can activate the viewer of the present invention, set the article viewing mode, and set the

pointer to an appropriate point in an article. As well known by those skilled in the art, hyperlinks therefore can operate

much like "macros" to perform a series of sometimes conditional steps to achieve a desired result.

20 [0048] After an article has been selected for viewing in the article view mode, steps 1 06 and 1 08 of Fig. 4 occur. In

other words, information concerning the current article section as determined by a pointer is retrieved, and then a

portion of the article section is scaled to the window with a maximum zoom for enhanced readability (see Figure 4c).

In this instance, the article viewing area is the window 78 which previously displayed the document in the normal view.

However, as noted, an article portion 1 32 has been scaled to about the size of this window 78 to enhance the readability

25 of that portion. More specifically, window 78 has a width W and a length L. Typically, as a default, an internally stored

pointer P points to the top of the first section of the article when the article has been selected by title, or to the top of

the article section that was selected by the hand cursor 126. A process 108 then "pans" and "zooms" the document

so that the article section starting at the pointer P is scaled in the horizontal direction to fit about the width W of the

window 78. This scaling factor will determine the length of the article portion that will be displayed within the length L

30 of the window 78. However, it has been found that there is a maximum amount of magnification or "zoom" that is

comfortable to some readers. Therefore, it is possible that there is a maximum "zoom" (such as a 200% magnification)

that will be allowed by the step 108. In such an event, the width of the article portion 32 will be somewhat less than

the width W of the window 78 but, as a beneficial side effect, more of the length of the article portion 1 32 will be

displayed within the window 78.

35 [0049] More specifically, the process 108 preferably first sets the current zoom to the maximum zoom indicated by

the reader. Then, process 108 determines if the article width is greater than the window width at that zoom level. If it

is not, the article portion is preferably centered within the window. If the article width is greater than the window width

at the maximum zoom level, the current zoom level is adjusted as follows:

40
current zoom <= maximum zoom * (window width/article width)

Therefore, the zoom is scaled back by the ratio of the window width to the article width so that the article portion will

fit the window.

45 [0050] If the hand cursor 126 is activated, the next view in the direction of the arrow 128 will be displayed. In other

words, the activation of the user input device (such as mouse 36) will cause an article scroll of a portion of an article

in a desired direction respective to the thread or content flow of the article.

[0051 ] In Fig. 4d, the next consecutive portion of the article is shown within window 78. In other words, decision step

112 detects the activation or "clicking" of the mouse at the position indicated by cursor 126 of Fig. 4c and determines

50 that an article scroll is being commanded. Step 114 then resets the pointer P to a position P1 in the article and steps

106 and 108 cause a pan and zoom to display a second portion 134 of the article and window 78. It should be noted

that this portion 134 includes the bottom region of the article section 1-1

.

[0052] Fig. 4e illustrates what happens after the mouse is once again "clicked" when the hand cursor is at the bottom

portion 134 of article section 1-1 as seen in Fig. 4d. The decision step 112 again determines that an article scroll

55 command has been made and the pointer is reset from point in the article to the point P2 . This is accomplished

because, due to the article links described previously, the bottom of the first article section 1-1 is considered to be

consecutive (in a logical or content flow sense) with the top of the second article section 1 -2. In other words, the article

sections are considered to be consecutive due to their section links regardless of their physical location within the

8
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printed or display document and regardless of their storage locations and memory. Once again, steps 106 and 108

retrieve the appropriate information and then pan and scale the document to present portion 1 36 of the article within

the window 78.

[0053] It should be noted that the scaling of the portions 132 (Fig. 4c) and 134 (Fig. 4d) is about 110%. However, as

s seen in Fig. 4e, the scaling of portion 136 is approximately 121%. This automated scaling for enhanced viewability

relieves the user of the necessity of manually panning and zooming to make the article readable.

[0054] It should also be noted that the hand cursor 126 in Fig. 4e has an arrow 128a which points in an upward

direction. In this instance, clicking the mouse with the cursor 126 and arrow 128a as shown will cause an upward article

scroll such that the article portion 136 is replaced with the article portion of Fig. 4d. Therefore, it is clear that the thread

10 of the article can be followed in either direction.

[0055] Fig. 5 illustrates in graphical form the three article sections 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3 of an article A1. The links are

indicated by the arrows 138, 140 and 142. Link 138 is between the bottom of the article section 1-1 and the top of the

article section 1-2, link 140 is between the bottom of article section 1-2 and the top of article section 1-3, and link 142

is between the bottom of article section 1-3 and the top of article section 1-1. Therefore, the section links preferably

15 form an ordering with a circular link structure. In essence, section link 138 makes the bottom of article section 1-1

consecutive with the top of article section 1-2 and section link 140 makes the bottom of article section 1-2 consecutive

with the top of article section 1-3. Section link 142 (which is optional) makes the bottom of section 1-3 consecutive with

the top of article section 1-1 . Therefore any article scrolling which goes beyond a top or bottom of one of the article

sections will create an article scroll to the next consecutive article section.

20 [0056] The combination of the article sections 1-1,1-2, and 1 -3 along with section links 1 38 and 1 40 (and optionally

section link 142) creates an article thread T If the article thread is followed in the forward direction, i.e. from article

section 1-1 to article sections 1-2 and 1-3, the thread is in the direction of article content information flow. However, a

user can also navigate in the reverse direction along thread T, i.e. in the reverse direction of content information flow.

[0057] The article thread T can be implemented in a variety of fashion, as will be appreciated by those skilled in the

25 art. In the present embodiment of the invention, the article threads are implemented as "objects" within a computer

implemented process. The creation and use of objects are well known to those skilled in the art.

[0058] PDF documents created by the present embodiment of the invention include zero or more article thread ob-

jects. Each thread will have a title and a list of thread elements (referred to as "beads"), which correspond to article

sections. If a document includes any threads, they are stored in an array as the value of the "Threads" key in a Catalog

30 object. As used herein, an "array" is an ordered list of elements which can be accessed by an array index. Each thread

and each thread bead is defined as a dictionary. As used herein, a "dictionary" is a set whose elements can be accessed

by name (i.e. a set of key-value pairs). A description of the PDF™ format version 1 .0, including arrays and dictionaries,

can be found in The Portable Document Format Reference Manual , Adobe Systems, Inc., Addison-Wesley, 1993,

which is incorporated herein by reference. The key-value pairs for thread and thread bead dictionaries are found below

35 in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1 (Key-Value Pairs in a Thread Dictionary)

[0059] Title String: (optional) The text name of the thread. The characters in this string are encoded using a predefined

40 encoding PDFDocEncoding

[0060] Threadlnfo dictionary: (optional) Contains key-value pairs describing thread attributes, such as Date, Author,

Keywords, etc.

[0061] First dictionary: (required) This specifies which bead is the first element in the thread

^5 Table 2 (Key-Value Pairs in a Bead Dictionary)

[0062] Thread dictionary: (required for first bead in thread) Specifies the thread of which this bead is the first element.

[0063] Prev dictionary: (required) Specifies the previous bead of this thread. For the first bead of a thread, Prev

specifies the last bead of the thread

so [0064] Next dictionary: (required) Specifies the next bead of this thread. For the last bead of the thread, Next specifies

the first bead of the thread.

[0065] Page dictionary: (required) Specifies the page upon which this bead appears.

[0066] Rect array: (required) Rectangle (bounding box) specifying this bead (article section)

[0067] In Fig. 6, the "Reset Pointer" step 114 of Fig. 4 is shown in greater detail. The process of step 114 begins at

55 144 and, in a step 146, the scroll direction is determined. Scroll direction can be selected by the user in a number of

wellknown fashions. For example, if the mouse button is clicked with without pressing "shift" or some other "command"

key, the scroll direction may be assumed to be down. If the mouse button is clicked while simultaneously pressing the

shift key or some other command key, the scroll direction may be assumed to be up.

9
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[0068] If the scroll direction is "down" the user desires to navigate through the article in the direction of content flow.

This is accomplished by setting the pointer to the top of the next article portion as shown in step 148. If the scroll

direction is "up", the user wishes to view the article in reverse content flow direction. This might occur, for example, if

users wish to review something that they had just read. In this instance, a step 150 set the pointer into the previous

5 article portion. The process of step 144 then ends at 152.

[0069] In Fig. 7, step 148 of Fig. 6, i.e. the downward article scroll, is illustrated in greater detail. The process 148

begins at 154 and, in a step 156 it is determined whether the end of the article section in within the current window. If

not, a step 1 58 sets the visual indicator to the bottom of the window plus an offset. The offset is, as previously mentioned,

about one line spacing. In the present embodiment, the offset is assumed to be about 16 pixels. Next, in a step 160,

10 it is determined whether the next article portion is less than a full window in height. If it is, a step 1 62 sets the pointer

to the bottom of the article section minus the window height. An example of this situation is seen in Fig. 4d. If step 1 60

determines that the next portion is not less than the window height, the pointer is set to the top of the next portion

minus the offset. The process 148 is completed as indicated at 166 after the completion of steps 162 or 164.

[0070] If step 1 56 determines that the end of the article section is within the window, a step 1 68 determines whether

15 this is the last section in the article. If yes, a step 170 determines whether the article sections are circularly linked, i.e.

if the end of the last article section is linked to the beginning of the first article section and vice versa. If not, an error

message (such as a beep) is generated in step 172, and the process 148 terminates at 166. If step 168 determines

that it is not the last section in the article, or if step 170 determines that the article sections are circularly linked, then

a step 174 sets the pointer and the visual indicator to the top of the next article section not currently fully visible in the

20 window.

[0071] Step 174 therefore anticipates the situation where the article section heights are shorter than the window

height, thereby allowing multiple article sections to be displayed within a window simultaneously, although only the first

article section would be associated with the pointer and the visual indicator. In such an instance, the next logical article

section to be viewed is the next article section not fully visible in the screen. If the article section is longer than the

25 window height, the pointer and the visual indicator are set to the top of the next article section. The process 1 48 is then

complete at 166.

[0072] In Fig. 8, step 150 of Fig. 8 is detailed. More specifically, an article upscroll begins at 176 and, in a step 178,

it is determined whether the beginning of an article section is within the display window. If not, a step 180 determines

if the article portion preceding the current article portion is less than a window in height. If so, the pointer is set to the

30 top of the current article section. If step 180 determines that the previous portion is not less than the window height, a

step 184 sets the pointer to the current pointer position (i.e. the top of the current window) minus the window height.

After the completion of either step 1 82 or 1 84, the visual indicator is set to the pointer, and the process 1 50 ends at 1 88.

[0073] If step 178 determines that the beginning of the current article section is within the window, then a step 190

determines whether the current article section is the first section in the article. If so, a step 192 determines whether

35 the article sections are circularly linked, as described above. If not, an error message (e.g. a beep) is made by step

194 and the process completes at 188. If step 190 determines that the current article section is not the first article

section, or if step 1 92 determines that the article sections are circularly linked, a step 1 96 sets the pointer to the bottom

of the previous section that is not fully visible in the window minus one window height. This step 1 96 is quite analogous

to the previously described step 174. Essentially, this step 196 takes care of both the situation where the article sections

40 are shorter than the window height and longer than the window height. Step 186 then sets the visual indicator to the

pointer position, and the process is completed at 188.

[0074] While this invention has been described in terms of several preferred embodiments, it is contemplated that

alternatives, modifications, permutations and equivalents thereof will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon

a reading of the specification and study of the drawings. It is therefore intended that the following appended claims

45 include all such alternatives, modifications, permutations and equivalents as fall within the true spirit and scope of the

present invention.

Claims
50

1. A method for viewing an electronic document stored in a memory of a digital computer, the electronic document

having one or more articles, each article having information elements, the electronic document having information

elements including all the information elements of all the articles, the electronic document further having document

content flow information and a predetermined physical format defining a particular arrangement and format of all

55 the information elements of the electronic document, the physical format of the electronic document defining the

physical format of each article of the electronic document, the method displaying the information elements of the

electronic document in the physical format of the electronic document, the method being characterised by the

steps of:

10
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accepting a selection by a user of an article in the electronic document to be displayed on an output device

of said digital computer, the article having article sections and section links linking the article sections such

that the article sections can be accessed in sequence regardless of the arrangement of the article sections in

the physical layout of the electronic document;

s accepting a selection by a user of a view mode from a plurality of view modes including a normal view mode

and an article view mode;

accepting an input action by a user from an input device of said digital computer; and

interpreting the input action as a first command to display a next portion of the document if the normal view

mode was selected, and interpreting the same input action as a second, different command to cause the

10 display of a next portion of the article by accessing the article sections and the section links only if the article

view mode was selected.

2. A method as recited in claim 1 , wherein said step of selecting an article comprises selecting an article from a list

of articles with said input device.

15

3. A method as recited in claim 1 , wherein said step of selecting an article comprises the use of a hyperlink or macro.

4. A method as recited in claim 1 , wherein said step of selecting an article comprises selecting an article from a view

of said document that includes said article.

20

5. A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said step of selecting an article comprises pressing a button associated

with a pointing system, and where said article portion will begin at one of the top of the article section so selected

or at the top of the article so selected.

25 6. A method as recited in claim 1 , wherein said step of displaying includes displaying at least said portion of said

article within a window on said output device of said digital computer.

7. A method as recited in claim 1 , wherein said displaying step further includes displaying a visual pointer indicating

the reading position within said article portion.

30

8. A method as recited in claim 6, wherein said step of displaying further causes said portion to be automatically

sized to said window to enhance the readability of said portion.

9. A method as recited in claim 8, wherein said portion is automatically sized by adjusting the size of said article such

35 that a width of said article is sized towards a width of said window.

10. A method as recited in claim 9, wherein said portion is automatically sized such that any increase in size of said

portion is limited to a maximum increase.

40 11. A method as recited in claim 10 wherein a length of said portion that is displayed in said window is determined by

said automatic sizing.

12. A method as recited in claim 11, wherein additional portions of said selected article are displayed consecutively

with said portion of said article that is displayed in said window.

45

13. A method as recited in claim 12, wherein a first article section is linked to a last article section for an article such

that said first article section is displayed consecutively with a second article section and said last article section,

and said last article section is displayed consecutively with a penultimate article section and said first article section.

50 14. An apparatus for displaying an electronic document having one or more articles, each article having information

elements, the electronic document having information elements including all the information elements of all the

articles, the apparatus electronic document further having a document content flow information and a predeter-

mined physical formal defining a particular arrangement and format of all the information elements of the electronic

document, whereby the physical format of the electronic document defines the physical format of each article of

55 the electronic document, the apparatus displaying the information elements of the electronic document in the

physical format of the electronic document, the apparatus being characterised by:

a selector to select from an electronic document an article of the document to be read, the article having article

11
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content flow information linking multiple sequential sections physically separated in the physical format of the

document; and

a navigator operating in one of a plurality of modes including a normal view mode and an article view mode,

the navigator interpreting an input event received from an input device as a first command to display a next

5 information element of the document in the physical format of the document when the navigator is in the normal

view mode, and interpreting the same input event as a second, different command to display a next section

of the selected article in the physical format of the article, the navigator accessing the article content flow

information to navigate among the sequential sections of the article only when the navigator is in the article

view mode.

10

15. A computer program product directly loadable into the internal memory of a digital computer, comprising software

code portions for performing the steps of claim 1 wherein said product is run on a computer.

15 Patentanspruche

1. Ein Verfahren zum Darstellen eines in einem Speicher eines Digitalcomputers gespeicherten eiektronischen Do-

kuments, wobei das elektronische Dokument einen Oder mehrere Artikel aufweist, wobei jeder Artikel Informati-

onselemente aufweist, wobei das elektronische Dokument Informationselemente aufweist, die samtliche Informa-

20 tionselemente samtlicher Artikel einschlieBen, wobei das elektronische Dokument femer DokumentinhaltsfiuBin-

formationen und ein vorgegebenes physikalisches Format, das eine bestimmte Anordnung und das Format samt-

licher Informationselemente des eiektronischen Dokuments definiert, aufweist, wobei das physikalische Format

des eiektronischen Dokuments das physikalische Format jedes Artikels des eiektronischen Dokuments definiert,

wobei das Verfahren die Informationselemente des eiektronischen Dokuments in dem physikalischen Format des

25 eiektronischen Dokuments anzeigt, wobei das Verfahren gekennzeichnet ist durch die Schritte:

Akzeptieren einer Auswahl eines Artikels in dem eiektronischen Dokument, der auf einer Ausgabeeinrichtung

des Digitalcomputers angezeigt werden soil, durch einen Benutzer, wobei der Artikel Artikelabschnitte und

Abschnittsverknupfungen, die die Artikelabschnitte derart verknupfen, daB auf die Artikelabschnitte in einer

30 Sequenz unabhangig von der Anordnung der Artikelabschnitte in dem physikalischen Layout des eiektroni-

schen Dokuments zugegriffen werden kann, aufweist;

Akzeptieren einer Auswahl eines Betrachtungsmodus aus einer einen normaien Betrachtungsmodus und ei-

nen Artikelbetrachtungsmodus umfassenden Mehrzahl von Betrachtungsmodi durch einen Benutzer;

Akzeptieren einer Eingabeaktion aus einer Eingabeeinrichtung des Digitalcomputers durch einen Benutzer;

35 und

Interpretieren der Eingabeaktion als erstes Kommando zum Anzeigen eines nachsten Abschnitts des Doku-

ments, sofern der normale Betrachtungsmodus ausgewahlt wurde, und Interpretieren derselben Eingabeak-

tion als ein zweites, abweichendes Kommando, das die Anzeige eines nachsten Abschnitts des Artikels be-

wirkt, indem auf die Artikelabschnitte und die Abschnittsverknupfungen zugegriffen wird, nur dann, wenn der

40 Artikelbetrachtungsmodus ausgewahlt wurde.

2. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schritt des Auswahlens eines Artikels das Auswahlen eines Artikels

aus einer Liste von Artikeln mit der Eingabeeinrichtung umfaBt.

45 3. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 , wobei der Schritt des Auswahlens eines Artikels die Verwendung eines Hyperlink

Oder eines Makros umfaBt.

4. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 , wobei der Schritt des Auswahlens eines Artikels das Auswahlen eines Artikels

aus einer Ansicht des Dokuments, das den Artikel enthalt, um-faBt.

50

5. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Schritt des Auswahlens eines Artikels das Drucken einer einem Zei-

gersystem zugeordneten Taste umfaBt und wobei der Artikelabschnitt an der Oberseite des so ausgewahlten Ar-

tikelabschnitts oder an der Oberseite des so ausgewahlten Artikels beginnt.

55 6. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 , wobei der Schritt des Anzeigens das Anzeigen wenigstens eines Abschnitts des

Artikels innerhalb eines Fensters auf der Ausgabeeinrichtung des Digitalcomputers umfaBt.

7. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 , wobei der Anzeigeschritt ferner das Anzeigen eines sichtbaren Zeigers umfaBt,

12
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der die Leseposition innerhalb des Artikelabschnitts anzeigt.

8. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei der Schritt des Anzeigens ferner bewirkt, daB der Abschnitt automatisch

an die GroBe des Fensters angepaBt wird, urn die Lesbarkeit des Abschnitts zu verbessern.

5

9. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei die GroBe des Abschnitts automatisch eingestellt wird, indem die GroBe

des Artikels derart eingestellt wird, daB eine Breite des Artikels an die Breite des Fensters angepaBt wird.

10. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei die GroBe des Abschnitts automatisch so eingestellt wird, daB eine Erhd-

10 hung der GroBe des Abschnitts auf eine maximale Erhohung begrenzt wird.

11. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei eine Lange des Abschnitts, die in dem Fenster angezeigt wird, durch die

automatische GroBeneinstellung festgelegt wird.

15 12. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei zusatzliche Abschnitte des ausgewahlten Artikels fortlaufend nach dem
Abschnitt des Artikels, der in dem Fenster angezeigt wird, angezeigt werden.

13. Ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, wobei ein erster Artikelabschnitt mit einem letzten Artikelabschnitt fur einen

Artikel derart verknupft ist, daB der erste Artikelabschnitt fortlaufend vor einem zweiten Artikelabschnitt und dem
20 letzten Artikelabschnitt und der letzte Artikelabschnitt fortlaufend nach einem vorletzten Artikelabschnitt und dem

ersten Artikelabschnitt angezeigt wird.

14. Eine Einrichtung zum Anzeigen eines elektronischen Dokuments, das einen oder mehrere Artikel aufweist, wobei

jeder Artikel Informationselemente aufweist, wobei das elektronische Dokument Informationselemente aufweist,

25 die samtliche Informationselemente samtlicher Artikel einschlieBen, wobei das elektronische Dokument ferner

DokumentinhaltsfluBinformationen und ein vorgegebenes physikalisches Format, das eine bestimmte Anordnung

und Formate samtlicher Informationselemente des elektronischen Dokuments definiert, aufweist, wodurch das

physikalische Format des elektronischen Dokuments die physikalischen Formate eines jeden Artikels des elek-

tronischen Dokuments definiert, wobei die Einrichtung die Informationselemente des elektronischen Elements in

30 dem physikalischen Format des elektronischen Dokuments anzeigt, wobei die Einrichtung gekennzeichnet ist

durch:

einen Auswahler, urn aus einem elektronischen Dokument einen zu lesenden Artikel des Dokuments auszu-

wahlen, wobei der Artikel ArtikelinhaltsfluBinformationen aufweist, die mehrere sequentielle Abschnitte ver-

35 knupft, die physisch in dem physikalischen Format des Dokuments getrennt sind; und

einen Navigator, der in einem einer Mehrzahl von Modi, die einen normalen Betrachtungsmodus und einen

Artikelbetrachtungsmodus einschlieBen, arbeitet, wobei der Navigator ein aus einer Eingabeeinrichtung emp-

fangenes Eingabeereignis als ein erstes Kommando interpretiert, urn ein nachstes Informationselement des

Dokuments in dem physikalischen Format des Dokuments anzuzeigen, wenn sich der Navigator in dem nor-

40 malen Betrachtungsmodus befindet, und der Navigator nur dann, wenn er sich in dem Artikelbetrachtungs-

modus befindet, dasselbe Eingabeereignis als ein zweites, abweichendes Kommando zum Anzeiger eines

nachsten Abschnitts des ausgewahlten Artikels in dem physikalischen Format des Artikels interpretiert, wobei

der Navigator auf die ArtikelinhaltsfluBinformationen zugreift, urn zwischen den sequentiellen Abschnitten des

Artikels zu navigieren.

45

15. Ein direkt in den internen Speicher eines digitalen Computers ladbares Computerprogrammprodukt, das Software-

codeabschnitte zum-Durchfuhren der Schritte nach Anspruch 1 aufweist, wobei das Produkt auf einem Computer

ablauft.

50

Revendications

1 . Un procede de visualisation d'un document electronique enregistre dans une memoire d'un ordinateur numerique,

le document electronique comprenant un ou plusieurs articles, chaque article comprenant des elements d'infor-

55 mation, le document electronique comprenant des elements d'information qui incluent tous les elements d'infor-

mation de tous les articles, le document electronique comprenant en outre une information de flux du contenu des

documents et un format physique predetermine qui definit un agencement et un format particuliers de tous les

elements d'information du document electronique, le format physique du document electronique definissant le

13
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format physique de chaque article de document electronique, le procede affichant les elements d'information du

document electronique dans le format physique du document electronique, le procede etant caracteris^ par les

Stapes consistant a:

5 accepter une selection, par un utilisateur, d'un article du document Electronique a afficher sur un dispositif de

sortie dudit ordinateur numerique, I'article comprenant des sections d'article et des liaisons de sections qui

lient les sections de I'article de fagon a permettre d'acceder en sequence aux sections de I'article, indepen-

damment de I'agencement des sections de I'article dans I'implantation physique du document electronique;

accepter une selection par un utilisateur d'un mode de visualisation parmi plusieurs modes de visualisation

10 qui incluent un mode normal de visualisation et un mode de visualisation d'article;

accepter une intervention d'entree par un utilisateur a partir d'un dispositif d'entree dudit ordinateur numerique;

et

interpreter I'intervention d'entree comme une premiere instruction pour afficher une partie suivante du docu-

ment si le mode normal de visualisation a ete selectionne et interpreter la meme intervention d'entree comme
15 une deuxieme instruction, difterente, pour provoquer, seulement si le mode de visualisation d'article a ete

selectionne, I'affichage d'une partie suivante de I'article en accedant aux sections de Tarticle et aux liaisons

entre sections.

2. Un procede selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite etape de selection d'un article comprend une selection

20 d'un article dans une liste d'articles, au moyen dudit dispositif d'entree.

3. Un precede selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel I'etape de selection d'un article comprend Putilisation d'un hyper-

lien ou macro.

25 4. Un precede selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel ladite etape de selection d'un article comprend une selection

d'un article a partir d'une visualisation dudit document qui inclut ledit article.

5. Un procede selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ladite etape de selection d'un article comprend un actionnement

d'un bouton associe a un systeme de pointage, et dans lequel ladite partie d'article commence soit en haut de la

30 section d'article ainsi selectionne, soit en haut de I'article ainsi selectionne.

6. Un procede selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel ladite etape d'affichage inclut un affichage d'au moins ladite

partie dudit article a I'interieur d'une fenetre sur ledit dispositif de sortie dudit ordinateur numerique.

35 7. Un procede selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel ladite etape d'affichage inclut en outre un affichage d'un pointeur

visuel qui indique la position de lecture a I'interieur de ladite partie d'article.

8. Un procede selon la revendication 6, dans lequel ladite etape d'affichage amene en outre ladite partie a etre

dimensionnee automatiquement selon ladite fenetre pour accroitre la lisibilite de ladite partie.

40

9. Un procede selon la revendication 8, dans lequel ladite partie est automatiquement dimensionnee en ajustant la

dimension dudit article d'une fagon telle qu'une largeur dudit article est dimensionnee selon une largeur de ladite

fenetre.

45 10. Un procede selon la revendication 9, dans lequel ladite partie est automatiquement dimensionnee d'une maniere

telle que toute augmentation de dimension de ladite partie est limitee a une augmentation maximale.

11 . Un procede selon la revendication 1 0 dans lequel une longueur de ladite partie qui est affichee dans ladite fenetre

est determinee par ledit dimensionnement automatique.

50

1 2. Un procede selon la revendication 1 1 , dans lequel des parties additionnelles dudit article selectionne sont affichees

consecutivement a ladite partie dudit article qui est affiche dans ladite fenetre.

13. Un procede selon la revendication 12 dans lequel une premiere section d'article est liee a une derniere section

55 d'article pour un article d'une maniere telle que ladite premiere section d'article est affichee consecutivement avec

une deuxieme section d'article et ladite derniere section d'article, et ladite derniere section d'article est affichee

consecutivement avec une avant-derniere section d'article et ladite premiere section d'article.

14
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14. Un appareil d'affichage d'un document Electronique qui comprend un ou plusieurs articles, chaque article com-

prenant des Elements d'information, le document Electronique comprenant des Elements d'information qui incluent

tous les elements d'information de tous les articles, le document Electronique comprenant en outre une information

de flux du contenu des documents et un format physique predetermine qui dEfinit un agencement et un format

5 particuliers de tous les Elements d'information du document Electronique, le format physique du document Elec-

tronique dEfinissant le format physique de chaque article de document Electronique, I'appareil affichant les ele-

ments d'information du document Electronique dans le format physique du document Electronique, I'appareil etant

caractErisE par:

10 un sElecteur pour sElectionner dans un document electronique un article du document a lire, I 'article incluant

une information de flux de contenu d'articles qui lie de multiples sections sequentielles physiquement sEparEes

dans le format physique du document; et

un navigateur qui intervient dans un ou plusieurs modes qui incluent un mode normal de visualisation et un

mode de visualisation d'article, le navigateur interprEtant un evenement d'entrEe recu d'un dispositif d'entree

15 et une premiere instruction pour afficher un ElEment d'information suivant du document dans le format physique

du document lorsque le navigateur est dans le mode normal de visualisation, et interprEtant le meme EvEne-

ment d'entrEe comme une deuxieme instruction, diffErente, pour afficher une section suivante de Particle sE-

lectionnE dans le format physique de Tarticle, le navigateur n'accEdant a reformation de flux de contenu d'ar-

ticle, pour naviguer parmi les sections sequentielles de I'article, que lorsque le navigateur est dans le mode
20 de visualisation d'article.

15. Un produit programme directement chargeable dans la mEmoire interne d'un ordinateur numerique, comprenant

des parties de codes de logiciel pour exEcuter les Etapes de la revendication 1 , ledit produit Etant mis en oeuvre

sur un ordinateur.

25
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